Volume: Volume 74 Publisher: Elsevier | 2016-12-01, Pages 149-157 Abstract Studies in a variety of species have reported enhanced prosocial effects after an acute administration of the neuromodulating hormone, oxytocin (OT). Although the exact mechanisms underlying these effects are not fully understood, there is broad interest in developing OT into a treatment for social deficits. Only a few studies, however, have examined the effects of OT if given repeatedly during early development, the period when early intervention is likely to have the greatest benefits for reversing the progression towards social impairment. Those studies, exclusively in rodents, report mixed results. Some have shown enhancement of prosocial behavior, including increased social exploration, but others have shown anti-social effects, including increased aggression. In the present study, infant rhesus macaques were treated with a highfrequency (3x per week) or low-frequency (1x per week) dose of intranasal oxytocin (IN-OT) or placebo (IN-saline) between two and six months of age, after which their reactions to dynamic facial expressions (neutral, lipsmacking and threats) were measured. Results showed that IN-OT, compared to placebo, increased the time monkeys spent viewing the expression videos, but selectively reduced attention to the eyes in neutral faces in a dose dependent manner. The mechanism for this non-prosocial effect may be that repeated IN-OT administration downregulates the expression of OT receptors in brain regions important for regulating social attention. Consequently, our results raise questions about the efficacy of implementing chronic IN-OT as a pharmacotherapy for the treatment of social deficits, particularly if given early in development. More work is needed, not only to identify optimal treatment schedules, but also to understand how IN-OT exerts its influences on the brain and behavior.
INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies in humans and nonhuman primates have reported that an acute dose of intranasal oxytocin (IN-OT) improves various aspects of social cognition and prosocial behavior, including interpreting emotion from faces, enhancing trust, increasing social memory, enhancing social reward, and modulating social attention (Chang et al., 2012; Ebitz et al., 2013; Guastella & MacLeod, 2012; Parr et al., 2013; Parr, 2014; Shamay-Tsoory & Abu-Akel, 2016) . This has led to great excitement over the past decade that IN-OT may be an effective pharmacotherapy for enhancing prosocial functions in individuals with disorders characterized by social impairments, like autism spectrum disorders (ASD). However, there is still much to be learned about exactly how IN-OT is influencing behavior and where in the brain it might be acting (Churchland & Winkielman, 2012) . In addition to these concerns, the majority of studies have measured the behavioral effects of OT after a single, acute administration in adults (mostly male). Understanding the impact of OT if given repeatedly during early development is of particular importance because many social disorders in humans, like ASD, are developmental in nature. Thus, the greatest potential to reverse or suspend the progression towards social impairment would be associated with early, repeated intervention.
Research has shown that the oxytocinergic system is functional early in development and has important organizing effects on the brain and behavior (Hammock, 2015; Miller & Caldwell, 2015) . Early manipulation of the OT system, either through perturbations of earlylife experience (for reviews, Alves et al., 2015; Veenema, 2012) or exogenous administration can, therefore, have long-lasting effects on social behavior and brain function (Bales & Perkeybile, 2012; Hammock, 2015) . Several studies have now begun to explore the effects of chronic OT administration early in development and the results are often contradictory to the broad prosocial functions described in acute studies. Bales (Bales et al., 2013) gave IN-OT to male and female prairie voles (21 days of age) and measured its effects on social interaction into adulthood (42 days of age). Males that received a low (0.08 IU/kg) or medium dose (0.80 IU/kg) of OT were less likely to form their species-typical partner bonds, whereas no differences were found in those receiving a high OT dose (8.00 IU/kg) (Bales et al., 2013) . In captive pigs, or placebo was given over the first three days of life and social responsiveness was tested post-weaning (17 days of age). The pigs given IN-OT showed more aggression towards peers and were less interested in social interactions compared to placebo subjects (Rault et al., 2013) . Finally, adult male mice received two doses of or placebo per day for 7-21 days. Individuals given IN-OT, regardless of the dose, showed a reduction in social investigation, in addition to a reduction in oxytocin receptor (OXTR) expression throughout the brain (Huang et al., 2014) . In contrast, an acute administration of IN-OT in the same species increased social behavior directed towards a novel female, but not a novel male. These studies suggest that chronic overstimulation of the oxytocinergic system in healthy animals, particularly early in development, may have unwanted and detrimental effects on social behavior.
The rhesus monkey is an excellent species in which to study the effects of chronic OT on the development of social behavior. Rhesus monkeys live in large, highly social groups in which mothers form strong, protracted bonds with their infants. They have large brains that are highly homologous with humans and individuals display advanced social cognitive skills, including sensitivity to a diverse range of facial expressions (Hinde & Rowell, 1962) . Moreover, monkeys develop much faster than humans (often reported as 4x as fast, Boothe et al., 1982) , providing an opportunity for longitudinal behavioral studies on a much faster time scale than is possible in humans. Although there are a growing number of studies on the effects of acute IN-OT in adult monkeys (Chang et al., 2012; Dal Monte et al., 2014a; Ebitz et al., 2013; Landman et al., 2014; Parr et al., 2013; Parr, 2014) , only one study to date has examined the effects of acute IN-OT administration in infant monkeys. Simpson and colleagues (2014) gave a 25IU dose of IN-OT to 28 infant rhesus monkeys between 7 and 14 days of age. They found that IN-OT increased the facial gestures made by the infant monkeys in response to the same behavior displayed by an experimenter, e,g., facial mimicry. While these results suggest that IN-OT enhances prosocial behavior in infant monkeys, it should be noted that these monkeys were removed from their mothers at birth and nursery reared, and studies show that manipulation of the mother-infant relationship can have adverse consequences on the development of the OT system in a variety of species (e.g., see Hammock, 2015; Veenema, 2012) .
The present study is the first to report on the effects of chronic IN-OT administration in 24 mother-reared infant rhesus macaques treated three times per week with either a highfrequency or low-frequency dose of IN-OT, or IN-saline between 2 and 6 months of age. Infants' viewing behavior was then measured at 6 months of age in response to videos of conspecific facial expressions. If chronic IN-OT enhances prosocial behavior in infant monkeys, we expect that IN-OT will increase the time monkeys spend looking at the eyes in all facial expressions, consistent with previous findings (Dal Monte et al., 2014a; Guastella et al., 2008; Ebitz et al., 2013) , and this will be greater when the eyes and heads are directed back at the viewer, rather than averted. Moreover, we hypothesize that IN-OT will reduce the aversive quality of the threat expressions (Parr et al., 2013) , resulting in longer viewing times for these expressions after IN-OT treatment compared to placebo. We expect these effects to occur in a dose dependent manner.
METHODS

Subjects
Twenty-four, male infant rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) served as the subjects for this study. The study focused on males due to the increased prevalence of developmental social impairments, e.g., autism, in males compared to females. All infants were healthy, full-term, >450 g, offspring born into large social groups (~50-100 individuals) at the Yerkes National Primate Center field station (Lawrenceville, GA). Mothers consisted of both primiparous (N=3) and multiparous (N=21) females of all ranks. The infants were mother-reared and remained living in their social groups during the course of this study.
Treatment Groups and Dosing
The infants were assigned to one of three treatment groups at birth (placebo, high-frequency OT and low-frequency OT), balancing the group assignments for their mother's rank, e.g., high (alpha or beta family), middle, or low (bottom two families). Due to the limited number of infant male subjects available for this study, maternal parity was unable to be balanced across treatment group. Subjects were dosed three times per week, where the placebo group received 3 doses of saline, the high-frequency OT group received 3 doses of OT, and the low-frequency group received 1 dose of OT and 2 doses of saline. Each treatment group was color coded and the weekly doses prepared in three separate vials, labelled 1-3, to be given each week. In this way, research staff remained blind as to which vial contained placebo and which contained OT. Each OT vial contained 0.12 ml of concentrated OT (Oxytocin acetate salt, Sigma-Aldrich, 0.821 mg/ml), while each placebo vial contained 0.12 ml of saline and these were stored at -80C until the day of use. All vials were prepared by individuals not involved in either administering the doses to subjects, or the behavioral testing. Prior to use, research staff blind to both treatment condition and the contents of each vial thawed and then diluted each vial with 4ml of sterile saline, so that it could be administered in aerosol form using a pediatric nebulizer. Subjects were nebulized for four minutes, which aerosolizes 2ml of fluid keeping 2ml in reserve to insure a steady stream of aerosol. Thus, each dose delivered approximately 0.049 mg of OT, equivalent to 24IU (1.71 ug/IU). These procedures have been shown to successfully deliver IN-OT to the central and peripheral nervous systems in both monkeys and humans (Chang et al., 2012; Dal Monte et al., 2014b; Modi et al. 2014; Striepens et al., 2013) .
Dosing began when the infants were two months of age. Using established protocols, researchers entered the social group and isolated the mother-infant pair, moving them to the indoor enclosure (e.g., see Muschinski et al., 2016) . The pair was then boxed and moved to a smaller testing cage where the infant was removed from its mother's ventrum. While one experimenter gently restrained the infant, another placed a mask connected to the nebulizer over the infant's face so as not to obstruct breathing (see Figure 1 ). With the mask in place, the nebulizer was turned on and the infant passively breathed the aerosolized dose for four cumulative minutes (Modi et al., 2014) . These procedures were used until the infants were 16 weeks of age, when it became more difficult to manually restrain them. After this time, all infants were dosed in a custom-made 'dosing box' that contained a clear front panel and several port openings for the nebulizers (see Figure 1 ). Once inside the dosing box, the research staff connected two nebulizers and delivered aerosol to the subjects for 2.5 minutes, quickly filling the box with aerosol, after which one nebulizer was turned off and the remaining one continued to deliver aerosol for another 2.5 minutes. All dosing was done either after behavioral testing, or on a different day. All of the results reported here involve chronic effects, not acute responses to dosing. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Emory University.
Eye-tracking Procedure
The infants were tested at 25 weeks of age (mean 176 days) using an eye-tracking procedure 1 that has been described in detail elsewhere (see Muschinski et al., 2016; Parr et al., 2016, see Supplementary Data section) . In brief, the mother and infant were removed from their social group and moved to the testing room. The mother was then lightly anesthetized and the pair placed in a custom testing chamber containing an ISCAN (60 Hz) eye-tracking camera and monitor (see Figure 2 ). Once settled inside the testing chamber, the infant's direction of gaze was calibrated using a 5-point system. The presentation of experimental stimuli (see Section 2.4) began immediately after the calibration routine and lasted no longer than 30 minutes to limit the mother's anesthesia. After testing, the motherinfant pair was returned to the housing cage in the adjacent room and only when the mother was fully alert was the pair returned to their social group.
Facial Expression Videos
Stimuli consisted of nine different 10 second videos depicting three unfamiliar conspecifics, each displaying three species-typical facial expressions, neutral, open mouth threats, and lipsmacks. Neutral videos showed a monkey looking passively around their enclosure. Open mouth threat videos showed a monkey making a series of open mouth threats which are highly ritualized signals used during aggressive and agonistic interactions. The lipsmack videos showed a monkey engaged in lipsmacking behavior, an affiliative and appeasing facial expression commonly shown by rhesus monkeys after fights, during approach, and in reciprocal face-to-face interactions with infants. Numerous studies have utilized these videos in other experiments Mosher et al., 2011; Putnam et al., 2016) . Videos were presented in a pseudo-random order, in which trials were repeated if subjects were sleeping, moving, or not attentive. Therefore, each subject saw a different number and order of videos depending on their level of attention during the session. Figure S1 shows a representative screen shot from each category of video (see Supplementary Materials section).
Behavioral Ethogram and Analysis
All testing sessions were video recorded so that the behavioral reactivity of the subjects could be scored and analyzed in addition to the eye-tracking data. An ethogram was constructed that quantified the subject's location in the testing chamber, their posture and alertness, facial expressions, and attention to the screen or the exterior of the testing box. The complete ethogram of behaviors and their definitions can be seen in the Supplementary Data section (Table S1 ). Once quantified, the proportion of session time that subjects engaged in the different categories of behavior was analyzed using multivariate ANOVAs (IBM SPSS, v 22) where treatment condition (high-frequency OT, low-frequency OT, and placebo) was a fixed factor. Prior to the analysis, research staff not involved in the coding of the behaviors or the analysis of the data blinded the scoring sheets, masking the subject and treatment group identifiers. All behavioral coding and analyses were done by individuals blind to the treatment conditions.
Eye-Tracking Data Analysis
Fixation data were extracted for analysis using GazeTracker software and custom MATLAB scripts. These procedures have been described in detail elsewhere (Muschinski et al., 2016) . Specific regions of interest, called LookZones, were drawn by hand on each video frame (30 frames per second) using a polygon tracing tool in GazeTracker software (http:// www.eyetellect.com/gazetracker/). Four regions were drawn corresponding to whether the head or eyes of the movie monkey were direct (oriented back to the camera) or averted. In addition, a separate LookZone was drawn around the entire video frame, referred to as the Screen LookZone. Fixations were extracted from these LookZones in a hierarchical manner, so that fixations on the eyes did not overlap with fixations on the rest of the head, and neither eye nor head fixations were included in Screen. Therefore, the videos were analyzed based on the occurrence of fixations within five, mutually exclusive LookZones; Direct Eyes, Averted Eyes, Direct Heads, Averted Heads, and Screen.
There were three dependent variables. Total Looking Duration was the total time subjects spent looking at a trial (max of 10 seconds) regardless of where the fixations occurred. The Proportion of Total Looking Duration was the proportion of time subjects spent looking at a particular LookZone divided by the Total Looking Duration, and Fixation Duration was the mean duration of each individual fixation. The data were analyzed using mixed linear modelling, where the LookZone orientation (direct versus averted), expression type (neutral, lipsmack and threat), and treatment condition were fixed factors. The data were modelled using an unstructured covariance matrix and subject was treated as a random factor using a random slope and intercept model (Field, 2013) . The significance of each model was evaluated from tests of fixed effects, which provide an F-test and associated degrees of freedom. A chi-square likelihood ratio test was performed to identify the model that best fit the relationship between the variables. For this analysis, chi-square values were derived from the change in the log-likelihood ratios generated for each successive model level, e.g., simple main effects, 2-way and 3-way interactions. The deviance in the log-likelihood ratios (−2LL) has a chi-square distribution. The largest chi-square value for the change in degrees of freedom associated with each level of the model could then be identified (two-tailed). Both the F-test and the chi-squared values for the significant models are reported here. Follow-up analyses were performed using independent samples t-tests, adjusted for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni's correction procedure, e.g., 0.05 / # comparisons. Effect sizes for follow-up analyses are reported as Cohen's d.
RESULTS
Behavioral Analyses
Behavioral data were collected from all 24 subjects, regardless of whether they contributed to the eye tracking analysis. The mean duration of each testing session was 816.04 seconds (SEM = 52.65) and there were no significant differences between the length of the sessions for the different treatment groups, F(2,23) = 1.13, p= 0.34. There were also no significant differences in the behavioral reactivity of the monkeys during the testing sessions according to treatment group. More detail on the results of the behavioral analyses can be found in the Supplementary Materials section.
Eye-tracking Analyses
Prior to analysis, the data set was modified to remove any trial in which the total viewing time was less than 1 second (Muschinski et al., 2016) . This resulted in the removal of 30 trials, totaling 160 fixations. The resulting analyses were performed on a data set containing 196 trials and 4,090 total fixations. Also, data were unable to be collected from five subjects, either because they failed to be calibrated or they slept during the session. Therefore, the eye-tracking data were analyzed from the remaining 19 subjects (7 placebo group, 6 highfrequency OT group, and 6 low-frequency OT group). Table S3 in the Supplementary Materials section lists the total number of video from each expression category that each subject contributed to the data analysis.
Chi-Square Analysis of Videos Viewed by
Group-To ensure that the results reported below were not due to differences in the number and types of expression videos viewed by subjects in each treatment group, a chi-squared analysis was performed. Table 1 shows the total number of each expression video type that was viewed by subjects in each treatment group. Note that this number reflects the total per treatment group and not the total per individual within each treatment group. Overall, the chi-square analysis revealed no significant difference in the number of expression videos seen by subjects in each treatment group, X 2 (8) = 2.34, p= 0.67.
Total
Looking Duration-Analyses of the Total Looking Duration revealed significance for each level of the model: treatment group, F(2,17.82) = 5.57, p= 0.013; expression type, F(2,4080.51) = 5.18, p= 0.006, and treatment group x expression, F(4,4081.23) = 82.85, p< 0.001. Overall, subjects looked longest at the lipsmack expressions, followed by the threats, and finally the neutral videos. The longest looking was done by the low-frequency OT group, followed by the high-frequency OT group, and then the placebo group (see Supplementary Data for these analyses).
The change in the -2LL values revealed that the most significant result was the treatment group x expression interaction, X 2 (4) = 318.65, p< 0.0001. Follow-up analyses showed that for the neutral expressions, the high-frequency OT group looked significantly longer than the low-frequency, t(945) = 2.57, p= 0.01, Cohen's d = 0.17, and placebo groups, t(821) = 3.29, p= 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.23. The placebo and low-frequency OT groups did not differ. For the lipsmack and threat expressions, all treatment groups differed with the longest viewing times shown by the low-frequency OT group, followed by the high-frequency OT group, and then the placebo group; lipsmacks; placebo vs high-frequency, t(847) = 14.55, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 1.0; placebo vs low-frequency, t(783) = 25.97, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 1.86; and high-frequency vs low-frequency, t(986) = 10.97, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.70, and threats; placebo vs high-frequency, t(934) = 12.61, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.83; placebo vs lowfrequency, t(976) = 16.28, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 1.04, and high-frequency vs lowfrequency, t(990) = 4.10, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.26. Figure 3 shows the mean Total Looking Duration at each expression type by the three treatment groups.
Proportion of Total Looking
Duration-Initial inspection of the histograms and q-q plots of the residuals for the Proportion of Total Looking Duration revealed concerns about homoscedasticity and normality, e.g., Head LookZone, skew = 1.63; Eye LookZone, skew = 2.91. These issues were addressed by log-transforming the data. Analyses of the logtransformed data for the eyes LookZone revealed a significant main effect of expression type, F(2,182) = 34.03, p< 0.001. The interactions between treatment group x expression type, F(4,182) = 2.52, p= 0.043, and expression type x LookZone orientation were also significant, F(2,182) = 3.91, p= 0.022. The change in the −2LL values revealed that the main effect of expression type was the most significant effect, X 2 (2) = 57.82, p< 0.0001. Subjects looked longer at the eyes of neutral faces, followed by lipsmacks, and then threats (see Supplementary Material section). Both interaction terms also significantly improved the model, treatment group x expression type interaction, X 2 (4) = 9.80, p< 0.05, and expression type x LookZone orientation, X 2 (2) = 7.66, p< 0.03. None of the other main effects or interactions reached significance. All p-values > 0.05.
Follow-up analyses for the significant treatment group x expression type interaction revealed that for the neutral expressions, the high-frequency OT group looked at the eyes significantly less than the placebo group, t(36) = 3.81, p= 0.001, Cohen's d = 1.27. There were no significant differences in the Proportion of Total Looking Duration between the treatment groups for the lipsmack or threat expressions. Figure 4 shows the mean Proportion of Total Looking Duration by each treatment group for each expression type. Follow-up analyses for the significant expression type and LookZone orientation interaction revealed that subjects looked at the direct eyes of the lipsmack expressions significantly longer than the averted eyes, t(58) = 2.24, p= 0.029, Cohen's d = 0.59. There were no significant differences in the Proportion of Total Looking Duration at direct or averted eyes for either the neutral faces or the threats. Figure 5 shows the mean Proportion of Total Looking Duration at direct and averted eyes for each expression type.
For the Proportion of Total Looking Duration at the head LookZone, the effects of expression type, F(2,347) = 33.88, p< 0.001, LookZone orientation, F(1,347) = 4.95, p= 0.027, and expression type x LookZone orientation interactions, F(2,339.09) = 24.77, p= 0.001, were significant. The change in the -2LL values revealed that the largest improvement in the model came from the main effect of expression type, X 2 (2) = 61.88, p< 0.0001. Subjects look significantly longer at neutral heads, followed by lipsmacks and then threats (see Supplementary Material section). However, the interaction also significantly improved the model, X 2 (2) = 46.16, p< 0.0001. Follow-up comparisons revealed that subjects spent significantly longer looking at averted heads in neutral expressions, t(107) = 5.91, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 1.14, but direct heads in lipsmacking expressions, t(112) = 4.19, p< 0.001, 0.79. There was no difference in the Proportion of Total Looking Duration at the direct or averted heads in the threat faces.
Fixation Duration-
The analysis of Fixation Duration revealed a significant main effect of treatment group, F(2,18.68) = 3.86, p= 0.04, and a significant interaction between expression type and treatment group, F(4,4088.25) = 4.16, p= 0.002. The change in the −2LL values revealed that the only significant improvement in the model came from the significant interaction between expression type and treatment group, X 2 (4) = 16.61, p< 0.005. Follow-up analyses revealed that for neutral expressions, significantly longer fixations were made by the low-frequency OT group compared to the placebo, t(880) = 3.87, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.26, and high-frequency OT group, t(945) = 3.5, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.23. For the lipsmack and threat expressions, there were significant differences between all of the treatment groups. The low-frequency OT group had the longest fixations, followed by the high-frequency OT group and then placebo; lipsmacks; low-frequency OT group vs placebo, t(783) = 8.62, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.62, and high-frequency OT group, t(986) = 6.50, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.41, and high-frequency OT group vs placebo, t(847) = 4.25, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.29; threats; low-frequency OT group vs placebo, t(976) = 8.40, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.54, and high-frequency OT group, t(990) = 6.42, p< 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.41, and high-frequency OT group vs placebo, t(934) = 2.49, p=0.013, Cohen's d = 0.16. Figure 6 shows the mean fixation durations for each treatment group for each expression type.
A separate analysis examined the effects of treatment condition on the duration of fixations made to each of the three main LookZones, the head, eyes and screen. This analysis revealed a main effect of treatment condition, F(2,18.68) = 3.86, p< 0.05. All treatment groups were significantly different from each other and followed the same pattern described above. Fixation duration was longest for the low-frequency OT group (mean = 0.201, SEM = 0.004), followed by the high-frequency OT group (mean = 0.156, SEM = 0.003), and then the placebo group (mean = 0.138, SEM = 0.003). There was also a main effect of the LookZone type, F(2,4083.83) = 4.81, p< 0.01, where fixation duration was longest for the eyes (mean = 0.178, SEM = 0.007), followed by the head (mean = 0.167, SEM = 0.003), and finally the screen (mean = 0.164, SEM = 0.003). However, none of the follow-up comparisons reached statistical significance; head vs eye, t(2466) = 1.52, p= 0.13; head vs screen, t(3686) = 0.67, p= 0.50; and eye vs screen, t(2022) = 1.91, p= 0.057. The interaction between treatment condition and LookZone type did not reach significance, F(4,4083.9) = 1.95, p= 0.10.
DISCUSSION
This study revealed several interesting findings resulting from chronic IN-OT treatment in infant monkeys. First, IN-OT increased the overall time monkeys spent watching the videos, particularly the expression videos. This increased viewing was not, however, dosedependent. Monkeys in the low-frequency group spent significantly longer viewing the lipsmack and threat videos, followed by the high-frequency group, and then the placebo group. In contrast, monkeys in the high-frequency OT group spent significantly longer watching the neutral videos compared to either the low-frequency or placebo groups. Therefore, IN-OT specifically increased the time monkeys spent watching expression videos, whereas monkeys in the placebo group spent more time viewing the neutral expressions. This is consistent with previous findings that IN-OT may function to reduce social vigilance in rhesus monkeys, thus releasing any inhibition in their social attention and enabling them to view unfamiliar individuals engaged in expressive behavior, regardless of valence (Ebitz et al., 2013; Parr et al., 2013) .
proportion of time subjects spent looking at the eyes in neutral faces, with the highfrequency OT group looking significantly less than the placebo group. There were no differences among the treatment groups for the proportion of time spent looking at the eyes in either the lipsmack or threat videos. When viewing the lipsmack expressions, all subjects spent a significantly greater proportion of time looking when the eyes were oriented directly back at the viewer, compared to averted. In contrast, when looking at neutral faces the subjects preferred to look when the heads were averted.
Many studies have shown that the eyes are one of the most salient features in primate faces (Gothard et al., 2004; Guo et al., 2003; Leonard et al., 2012; Mosher et al., 2011; Nahm et al. 1997) . As early as 4 weeks of age, infant monkeys engage in bouts of spontaneous mutual gaze with their mothers, including reciprocal lip-smacking (Ferrari et al., 2009) , and Muschinski and colleagues (2016) have recently shown that infant monkeys' preference for direct compared to averted gaze faces increases developmentally over the first four months of life. Additionally, greater attention to the eyes in faces after acute administration of IN-OT has been one of the most well replicated findings in the OT literature in both human and non-human primates (Ebitz et al., 2013; Guastella et al., 2008; Dal Monte et al., 2014a) . These studies suggest that IN-OT enhances the salience of the eye region, leading to a greater proportion of looking, in addition to enhanced emotion recognition from the eye region alone (Domes et al., 2007a) . One study has even shown that acute IN-OT administration can improve attention to the eyes in autistic subjects (Andari et al., 2010) . Therefore, the data overwhelmingly suggest an enhancing effect of IN-OT for attention to the eye region and processing relevant social information from the eyes. Despite these findings, the present study found that chronic administration of IN-OT between two and six months of life reduced infant monkeys' visual preference for the eyes of neutral faces in a dose dependent manner. This reduction of time spent looking at the eyes could not be explained by general decreased interest in the videos themselves, as IN-OT increased the time monkeys spent viewing the expression videos and specifically, monkeys in the highfrequency OT group spent the longest amount of time looking at the neutral compared to expressive faces. Moreover, both the low-frequency and high-frequency OT groups had longer fixations to the videos than the placebo group. The results are also not explained by general differences in the behavioral reactivity of subjects in the different treatment groups in response to the videos as there were no treatment group differences for any behavioral category. It should be noted that the studies mentioned above utilized different analysis strategies to assess time spent looking at specific facial features. Specifically, Ebitz and colleagues (2013) reported that OT increased fixation duration to the eye region in faces. In their study, they adjusted fixation duration to the eyes by dividing by the fixation duration to the mouth. Although we could not replicate an effect of OT on fixation duration to specific LookZones, we did find that fixation duration was longest for the low-frequency treatment group, and when fixations occurred on the eyes, compared to the head or screen, although this latter finding failed to reach significance.
There are two possible explanations for the present findings. First, compared to the placebo condition, IN-OT may reduce the salience of the eye region, thus reducing monkeys' attention to this preferred facial feature. Although this is in contrast to previous findings in adults showing increased attention to the eyes after acute IN-OT administration (however see Parr et al. Page 10 Psychoneuroendocrinology. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 December 01.
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Author Manuscript Lischke et al., 2012) , the studies reviewed above suggest that chronic, repeated administration of OT can produce non-prosocial effects, including decreased interest in social interactions (see Section 1). Alternatively, although our results did not support a role for OT in regulating attention to eyes based on gaze orientation, previous studies have suggested that attention to averted eyes may be extremely arousing for monkeys (Hoffman et al., 2007) . If the eyes are averted, the viewer monkey does not know what the focus of the stimulus monkey's attention is which creates uncertainty and increased arousal. Second, it's plausible that a high-frequency dose of IN-OT may increase the salience of the eyes to the point that attending to this feature becomes overly aversive resulting in the monkeys looking less. Regardless of what the underlying explanation may be, the current data appear to indicate that chronic administration of IN-OT in infant monkeys has the undesired effect of reducing attention to an important facial feature in a manner that may create a social impairment in healthy individuals (Lefevre & Sirigu, 2016) .
Both of the explanations reported above involve OT altering the salience of the eyes and, thus, affecting attention to the eye region. These explanations are consistent with what is currently known about the function of brain regions that contain OXTR in rhesus monkeys, although OT can also bind to vasopressin receptors, so any functional consequence of IN-OT administration may not be restricted to the location of OXTR in the brain. Freeman and colleagues (2014) reported binding of OXTR in brain regions involved in visual processing, shifting gaze direction, and the allocation of attention to visual stimuli. In particular, OXTR binding was found in the superior colliculus and pulvinar, regions involved in attention to faces, gaze direction, and the salience of visual stimuli; the oculomotor and pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus, two brainstem motor nuclei involved in controlling movements of the eye; and the nucleus basalis of Meynert (NBM). This latter region is particularly interesting because it is involved in regulating attention to visual stimuli and it is the only region that contains selective OXTR in all primate species studied thus far (Freeman & Young, 2016) . Additionally, the NBM is the primary source of cholinergic input to the basolateral amygdala which contains cells that are, not only selective for faces and facial expressions , but also for eye contact (Mosher et al., 2014) . It may be that a chronic, as opposed to acute, administration of IN-OT, functions to downregulate OXTR in the NBM, reducing input to the amygdala. When monkeys are confronted with important social stimuli, like faces, the reduced OXTR binding in the NBM results in decreased attentional orienting towards the eyes and impaired amygdala activity. This may affect the monkey's ability to shift its visual attention in response to changing social and environmental conditions (Freeman & Young, 2016) . Ten days of continuous OT infusion into the rat brain, for example, led to widespread down-regulation of OXTR that persisted for at least 24 hours post-delivery (Insel et al., 1992) . These results are also consistent with findings from human neuroimaging studies showing that acute IN-OT reduces amygdala activation in response to aversive imagery (Domes et al., 2007b; Kirsch et al., 2005) . However, other studies that report positive effects of chronic OT on prosocial behavior in adolescent and adult rats, including reduced aggression and enhanced prosocial exploration, suggest that exogenous OT can upregulate the endogenous OT system (Bowen et al., 2011; Calcagnoli et al., 2014; 2015) . Because our finding of reduced attention to the eyes of neutral faces was found only in the high-frequency OT group, it is likely that both chronic exposure and dose played a factor in these findings.
The reduced attention to the eyes of neutral faces, but not facial expressions, after IN-OT treatment may be related to several factors. First, consistent with previous reports in adult monkeys using the identical stimuli, our infants showed the greatest attention to the eyes of neutral faces, followed by lipsmacks and threats (Mosher et al., 2011) . Moreover, studies have shown that feature salience varies depending on the quality of the expression type (Mosher et al., 2011) . Because IN-OT appears to influence the salience of eyes, it follows that the effect of IN-OT treatment would be greatest for the category of expression in which the eyes were the most salient. Additionally, studies reporting the effects of IN-OT on processing facial expressions in humans are mixed. While some studies have reported greater effects for negative expressions, e.g., faster detection and improved recognition, other studies have reported OT-mediated enhancement of positive expressions (for a review see Guastella & MacLeod, 2012) . Moreover, Lischke and colleagues (2012) reported that acute IN-OT increased the perceived salience of some facial emotions without altering the duration of fixations to specific facial features. Based on previous reports that IN-OT reduced the aversive quality of negative facial expressions in nonhuman primates (Parr et al., 2013) , we predicted that IN-OT may enhance attention to threat faces. However, our results showed that the high-frequency OT group spent the longest time viewing the neutral expressions compared to either the low-frequency or placebo groups, whereas the lowfrequency OT group spent the longest time viewing lipsmack videos compared to either the high-frequency OT or placebo group. Therefore, IN-OT did not appear to selectively increase attention to negative expressions. Moreover, there were no effects of treatment group on the proportion of time spent viewing the eyes or the heads of the lipsmack or threat expressions. Alternatively, previous studies in humans have suggested that the effects of IN-OT may have a saturation point depending on the salience of the stimuli, like arousing facial expressions (Shamay-Tsoory & Abu-Akel, 2016). For example, acute IN-OT was shown to enhance attention biases to emotional faces in control subjects, suggesting increased salience, but not in highly anxious subjects for whom the faces were already extremely salient (Clark-Elford et al., 2014) . In fact, for the socially anxious individuals, the trend was for IN-OT to reduce the attentional bias to emotional faces, similar to the findings of Parr and colleagues in monkeys (Parr et al., 2013) .
Several studies in humans have now evaluated the effect of chronic IN-OT as a treatment for social impairments seen in individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) using doubleblind, cross over designs. Yatawara and colleagues (2015) , for example, examined the effects of IN-OT or placebo in 3-8 year old children on the ASD spectrum. Treatment consisted of 24IU per day of IN-OT or IN-P, 12IU given in the morning and evening, for a period of 5 weeks. The authors report that IN-OT compared to IN-P significantly improved scores on the caregiver-rated Social Responsiveness Scale, and borderline improvement as measured by the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS), and a caregiver-rated measure of repetitive behaviors (Yatawara et al., 2015) . Moreover, Watanabe and colleagues (2015) evaluated the effects IN-OT versus placebo in autistic adults over a 6 week administration period. The authors report significant improvement in ADOS scores, their primary outcome measure. Subjects also performed a social evaluation task where they made personal judgements about emotional faces while undergoing a resting state fMRI scan. IN-OT improved the participants' performance on the social judgement task, including increasing the time spent fixating on the eyes in the facial stimuli, and enhanced functional connectivity between the anterior cingulate and the dorso-medial prefrontal cortex, suggesting a possible mechanism for the improved social perception and behavior (Watanabe et al., 2015) . While these studies showed improvements in social perception and behavior, including changes in brain function, other studies in humans have failed to identify any behavioral improvements in subjects after repeated IN-OT treatment (Anagnostou et al., 2014; Dadds et al., 2014; Guastella et al., 2015) . Guastella and colleagues (2015) failed to find improvement in primary or secondary outcome measures in a group of 12-18 year olds with ASD who received either IN-OT or IN-P twice a day for a period of 8 weeks, and Dadds and colleagues (2014) failed to find any improvement in 7-16 year olds with ASD after daily treatments with IN-OT over a 4 day period.
Inconsistencies both within and across the human and animal literatures with regard to the effects of IN-OT treatment strongly highlight the need for further study, particularly in light of the growing body of published literature reporting positive effects of IN-OT on prosocial behavior in a variety of mammals. Most studies note that IN-OT is likely to have its greatest therapeutic effects in alleviating social impairments if given repeatedly early in development. To this end, researchers must identify the most optimal time frame in which to administer IN-OT, however, to date, it is unclear whether IN-OT produces different effects if given in infants, children or adolescents. In addition, the majority of studies, including the present one, have studied only males, in large part due to the greater frequency of males on the autism spectrum. Several studies in adults have now reported sex differences in both the behavioral and neural responses to acute doses of IN-OT (references, domes xxx). Similarly, researchers must identify the most optimal duration of treatment, frequent enough to have a positive and lasting effect on social development, but not so frequent as to functionally alter the endogenous OT system. Because numerous studies suggest that acute IN-OT can alter brain circuitry and function, this would best be done in an animal model where repeated longitudinal assessments using behavioral measurement, neuroimaging, or other methods, can be employed to track the consequences of chronic IN-OT treatment on brain and behavioral development. Finally, in additional to identifying an optimal age and time course for chronic IN-OT treatment, it is important to understand the most effective dose for improving social attention and prosocial interactions. A 24IU dose is typical for most human studies, however, the range can vary widely and the dose is not typically adjusted for the subject's body weight. Although the present study is the first to report dose-related differences in nonhuman primate behavior, the 6 month old subjects weight on average only 1.4 kg, but they were given the same 24IU dose typically used in studies of adult males weighing ~80kg.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the present study reports a reduction in the proportion of time spent looking at the eyes in neutral faces after chronic IN-OT administration in infant monkeys. This is in contrast to numerous studies that report enhanced attention to the eyes after acute and chronic IN-OT administration in adults, and in patients with autism (Andari et al., 2010; Guastella et al., 2008; Watanabe et al., 2015) . These results, in combination with studies of chronic OT administration in rodents (see Section 1), suggest major differences in the prosocial effects of OT based on whether delivery is chronic vs acute, and its age of delivery. These results have important consequences for the potential use of OT to improve social impairments in humans and re-emphasize the need to probe further into the mechanisms by which IN-OT has its prosocial effects in humans. Particular attention should be paid to differences between doses, administration schedules, and the subject or patient's age. Custom designed eye-tracking chamber. Figure 2a shows the chair where the anesthetized mother was positioned. Figure 2b shows an overview of the exterior of the testing chamber and controls. Figure 2c shows the infant lying quietly on their mom and the stimulus presentation monitor. Figure 2d shows the infant lying quietly on the mom while watching the stimulus presentation monitor. Parr et al. Page 20 Psychoneuroendocrinology. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 December 01.
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Author Manuscript Author Manuscript Table 1 Total number of videos in each expression category that were viewed by the subjects in each treatment group. A Chi-square analysis showed no difference in the number of expression videos analyzed for each treatment group, X 2 (8) = 2.34, p= 0.67. 
